
The run up to the summer break is always a busy time as
we endeavour to set things in place, and prepare for the key
autumn events such as the GA Conference which this year
will be in Manchester (18th - 20th October 2019), followed
a fortnight later by the Festival of Geology (FoG) (3rd - 4th
November 2019).

In July we had a bi-annual meeting between the
presidents of the Geologists’ Association and the Geological
Society to discuss matters of mutual interest.  The GA were
represented by Sarah Stafford and myself, with Nick Rogers
and Richard Hughes from the GSL. In addition to strategic

matters, we focused on some of the activities which see
collaboration between the GA and GSL such as the
GASS2019 (Geologists’ Association Student Symposium
2019) and a new field work code of conduct. We have both
been working hard on governance in the recent past and
shared ideas. We also discussed education an area where
the GSL has a louder voice – this tied-in with an invite from
the GA Council to Pete Loader (GSL Education Committee
Chair) to deliver an overview of the state of Geology at
GCSE and A level in the UK. His thought-provoking
presentation ‘The present is the key to the future’ detailed
the marked decline in numbers of pupils studying GCSE and
A level geology.  As availability to study A level diminishes
what will happen in the future? This stimulated much
discussion – one observation was the fall off in numbers

being taught geology correlates with North Sea exploration
activity – is there currently no longer a need for geology as
a technical discipline at the levels we saw in the 1980’s? We
need to consider where the GA can make a difference.

In May I attended a 40th birthday celebration - the Mole
Valley Geological Society Geo Extravaganza in Dorking
which include four fascinating  lectures on local geology, and
naturally its impact on viticulture. The event was facilitated
by Dick Selley and fellow committee members which
culminated in some practical tasting of both cake and
Surrey wines. (See GA Magazine June 2019).

In late June I travelled with Haydon Bailey Chair of the GA
Curry Fund to present a Certificate of Merit to the Cumbria
GeoConservation Trust (Geology Group). This was in
recognition of work undertaken by the Cumbria
GeoConservation Group (CGG) at Brown How Quarry,
Blawith in the shadow of The Old Man of Coniston near the
village of Torver in the Lake District. The site is a disused
quarry for road stone once owned by the County Council –
first Lancashire and then Cumbria. The Microgranite Sill had
been worked-out and the quarry now provided a facility for
locals to hone their rock-climbing skills. The local
GeoConservation Group (CGG) with support from local
quarry operators have cleaned the site and it is possible now
to see the contact between the microgranite and host
Windermere Super Group. A well-crafted metal information
panel, secured to local slate, details the earth heritage
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Figure 1: Presentation of a Certificate of Merit to the Cumbria GeoConservation Trust (Geology Group) 
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along with the human impact on the landscape and is
thoughtfully presented. The project was led by Aldrey Brown,
Silvia Woodhead and John Lachie amongst others who all
made this a memorable event which was blessed by splendid
weather.

Geoconservation such as the above ties neatly into the joint
venture Earth Heritage, an on-line magazine that is produced
by the Geologists’ Association, Natural England, Natural
Resources Wales, Scottish Natural History and the
Quaternary Research Association. Its focus is on
Geoconservation issues and, as such, is of interest to
conservation specialists and those studying earth and
environmental sciences. Earth Heritage is produced twice a
year and is free online.  http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/

In early July the Hertfordshire
Geological Society along with
other local groups hosted the
John Catt Symposium a
celebration of the work carried
out in the region by the late Prof.
John Catt. This symposium, held
at the University of
Hertfordshire, Bayfordbury
Campus near Hertford, was
appropriately themed
‘Hertfordshire Geology &
Landscape’. The event bought
together many of the
contributors of the handsome
volume of the same name which
was edited by John and to which
he made significant written
contributions. A day of
fascinating eclectic
presentations was followed by a
day in the field in the Chilterns
at Dunstable Downs. The
morning focusing on the
archaeological heritage on the
Downs led by Stewart Bryant,
which was followed in the
afternoon by a visit led by
Haydon Bailey to Kensworth Quarry Nature Reserve, a SSSI
maintained by the Bedfordshire Geology Group. The book is
available through the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

http://hnhs.org/publication/hertfordshire-geology-and-
landscape

This summer the Outreach Committee have an Intern
working at Burlington House, compiling a database of the GA
activities from 2000 to 2019.  There is much anecdotal
evidence as to how well GA events are supported, our
objective is to compile the data to assess the ‘health’ of the
Association and to help inform decisions on future
membership initiatives.  Also, in the background, Lucia Perez

Diaz is working to update the ‘look’ of our documentation to
establish a consistent GA identity. A ‘tool-kit’ is being
assembled such that we can easily compile documents,
presentations and posters which have a recognisable GA
identity retaining consistent fonts and colours. 

I also wanted to make you aware of an University of
Edinburgh’s campaign to raise the funds to save Charles
Lyell’s notebooks. Sir Charles Lyell is one of the most
important British scientists of the nineteenth century. The
University of Edinburgh is currently fundraising to acquire his
294 unpublished notebooks. There have been some recent
positive developments. The Export Bar has been extended to
a final 15th October 2019 and the HMRC and other parties
confirmed that a Private Treaty Sale for the notebook

collection has been agreed. By arranging for the tax to be
removed from the sale the purchase price has been reduced
from £1,444,000 to £966,000. As of early July there have
been over 800 pledges including support from the Geologists’
Association Curry Fund with over £610,000 raised. The
revised deadline and target make success a very real
possibility. 

More information is available at
https://www.ed.ac.uk/giving/save-lyell-notebooks.

And finally, please remember to look at the GA website for
details of the GA Conference in Manchester and the Festival
of Geology.  https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/
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We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:
Elected June 2019 – September 2019

Stephen Addison A Ameen Jon Bellamy Oliver Campbell Chris Cornelius
Neil Davies Amelia Dobson John Firth William Flay David Forsythe 
Graham Harvey James Harvey Andrew Howard Santina Hundle Laurence Kinnersley 
Patrick Mills Gillian Morrow Ralph Nichols Nanning Ramamurthy Claudia Ruiz-Graham 
Rifky Wijanarko David Woodhouse

Figure 2: Speakers and contributors at the John Catt Symposium
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